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While there is considerable interest in The number of top wealthholders with net worth

measuring the personal wealth of individuals in of $1 million or more showed substantial

the United States the opportunities for such are increase from 1976 to 1981 in contrast to the

limited since this information is not required to lack of growth in the number of millionaires

be reported regularly on any tax return or other between 1972 and 1976 While there were ap
public docuiient Though the ideal method of proximately 180000 individuals with net worth of

measuring personal wealth in the United States $1000000 or more in both 1972 and 1976 mdi
might be comprehensive survey of repre viduals with this same level of net worth in 1981

sentative sample of the population the were estimated to be approximately 425000
reluctance of individuals to willingly reveal Taking account of the estimating error the

personal financial information diminishes the estimate would range from 350000 to 500000
reliability of the estimates that could be individuals at the 95 percent confidence level
generated practical if partial The leveling off of the number of millionaires

alternative to comprehensive survey is through between 1972 and 1976 is probably result of the

the use of the estate multiplier technique decline in the value of corporate stock over that

The estate multiplier technique enables one period As shown below corporate stock

to utilize administrative records in particular declined both in overall value and as relative

estate tax returns for the purpose of estimating share of the total assets of individuals with net

the personal wealth of that segment of the worth $1000000 or more between 1972 and 1976
population which holds substantial portion of

the total wealth of all individuals The
Corporate Stock Held by Top Wealthholders

estimates of the wealth of these individuals With Net Worth $1000000 or More
hereafter referred to as top wealthholders are _____ ___________
based on sample of Federal estate tax returns

drawn for particular year This paper focusses
Corporate Total Corporate Stock

on estimates of personal wealth made for 1976 and
Year Stock Assets As Percentage of

1981 derived from samples of returns filed during
______

billions billions Total Assets

1977 and 1982 respectively
There are three sections in the paper

1972 $215.1 $448.9 47.9%
1976 181.5 432.1 42.0

Section contains sumary of highlights for
_____ ____________ _____________ ________________

both 1976 and 1981 Section describes the

estate multiplier technique with an emphasis on
The sharp increase in the number of

the advantages and limitations of the technique
millionaires between 1976 and 1981 may be

in comparison to other methods of estimating
attributed in part to inflation Using the

personal wealth Section discusses ongoing and
Personal Consumption Expenditures Implicit Price

future plans for refining the sample upon which
Deflator $1000000 in 1981 had the equiva

the estimates are based and describes research
lent value of $677121 in 1976 Additionally

into the derivation of mortality rates more
the rapid increase in the value of real estate

appropriate to the wealthier segment of the
may also be responsible for growth in the number
of millionaires

population

TRENDS IN PERSONAL WEALTH Personal Wealth 1976

Preliminary estimates of the personal wealth

of individuals in 1981 show that there were
Male wealthholders represented approximately

approximately 4.5 million people with gross
67 percent or 5.8 million of the 8.7 million top

assets of $300000 or more These wealthy wealthholders defined as individuals with gross

individuals comprise only 2.0 percent of the
assets greater than $120000 in 1976 The

nations population and hold total assets of $2.8 average net worth of these men was $192000

trillion Their net worth the value of their Though far fewer in number the 2.9 million

assets after reduction for debts was nearly $2.4
female top wealthholders were generally wealthier

trillion In contrast for 1976 nearly
with an average net worth of $261000 about 36

million people less than percent of the percent higher than that of the males

population with similar level of gross asset
The vast majority over 83 percent of the

holdings had total assets in excess of $1.2
male top weaithholders were married while less

trillion The net worth of the top wealthholders
than percent were widowed This compares with

for 1976 was in excess of $1.0 trillion which
47 percent of the females who were married and 33

was almost 23 percent of the net worth of all
percent who were widowed These percentages

individuals in the country
reflect the age composition of the top wealth
holders with nearly 33 percent of the female top

Wealthholders with Gross Assets
wealthholders and only 17 percent of the male top

of $300000 or More wealthholders being 65 years of age or older

__________________________________________________
Nearly percent of the male and nearly 11

Wealthholders Total Assets Net Worth percent of the female top wealthholders were
Year

thousands billions billions sinle

________________________________________________ As shown in Figure real estate was the

1976 $1938 $1238 $1043 largest single asset item held by the top

1981 4522 2804 2389 weälthholders However corporate stock still

comprised the greatest share of the assets of
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those wealthholders with net worth of $1000000 Age and Wealth 1976

or more These rankings reflect the relative

importance of real property to that of stock in The average net worth of male top wealth

the asset portfolio of many individuals In holders is closely correlated with age As age

addition they reflect the effect of inflated increased see Figure the average net worth

housing values which were enough to cause many increased from $119000 for men under 50 years of

individuals to be classified as top wealthholders age to $395000 for men 85 years or older On

in 1976 the other hand women under age 50 were 43
percent wealthier in terms of total assets than

their male counterparts but showed less rapid
increase than males in their average net worth

until their early 60s

--- The nearly 2.8 million male top wealthholders

FlgtxeA
under 50 years of age accounted for nearly 48

Assetcamposltlonofropwethholde19m percent of all male top wealthholders and had an

average net worth of $119000 On the other

hand the 850000 female top wealthholders under
21%

50 years of age comprised only 29 percent of all

female top wealthholders and had an average net
Real worth of $200000 The relatively low proportion
Estate

of female top wealthholders under 50 years of age

may in part be due to the acquisition of wealth

by many women upon the death of their spouse

Predictably younger top wealthholders had

debt burden considerably heavier than that of

their elders which declined as age increased
Tttliln The amount of indebtedness of males under 50

years of age was equal to 33 percent of the total

assets However for females in this same age

group the debt burden was only 21 percent As

with the younger individuals the debts of
13% females of each age group was significantly lower
Cash

than that of males in the same age group This
12%

6% may be reflection of the insurance protection
Assets BofldS

provided more often by males that is used to pay2%
off debts e.g mortgage insuranceUfe

Noncorporatein5urar Notes and
siness

Equity Mortgages
Assets

Personal Wealth 1981

Of the 4.5 million top wealthholders in 1981
redefined to include only those individuals with

gross assets of $300000 or more 65 percent were

men However as in 1976 the average net worth

of female top wealthholders was considerably

higher than that of their male counterparts
Reflecting increases in the value of the

$637000 compared to $471000
family home real estate constituted 64 percent Table shows that relatively high portion
and 55 percent of the total assets of male and

of the female top wealthholders 28 percent were
female top wealthholders with net worth of under

widowed This compared to the percent of the
$100000 See Figure However as wealth

males who were widowers As in 1976 the
increased the relative importance of real estate

greatest share of the men 83 percent and the
for both male and female top wealthholders

women 52 percent were married For both yearsdeclined sharply This was also true of life
this reflected the age composition of the male

insurance particularly for men
and female top wealthholders and the difference

Conversely corporate stock and certain types
in their life expectancies In 1981 48 percentof bonds became increasingly significant as the
of all male wealthholders were under 50 years of

amount of wealth increased In light of the

age in contrast to just 29 percent of female top
special tax treatment afforded the income from

wealtitiolders
State and local bonds these assets were

especially attractive to those well off In 1981 real estate see Table continued
individuals seeking to lessen their income tax to be the largest single asset item held by topburden When State and local bonds were combined wealthholders with corporate stock the next most
with other Federal bonds which included

commonly held asset Together these two asset
Treasury notes and bills as well as special items accounted for 55 percent of the total
issues that could be used to pay estate taxes at assets held by top wealthholders with gross
death these assets constituted over 13 percent assets in excess of $500000 As in 1976
of the total assets of female millionaires This

corporate stock comprised the greatest share of
was in comparison to the 0.2 percent of the total the assets of wealthholders with net worth of
assetsof women with net worth of under $100000 $1000000 or more
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the Internal Revenue Service has published
estimates of personal wealth for 1962 1969

W.r$handDÆtIurIhfl
1972 and most recently 1976 and 1981

based on the application of the estate multiplier

technique to Federal estate tax returns Surlinary

wealth estimates for 1976 and 1981 are also

presented in this paper
I1OQthOU$dfld

____________________
The underlying assumption in estimating the

5O wealth of the living population through the

application of the estate multiplier technique is

that death draws random sample of the living

population In actuality death is not random

Male Female
event and is therefore not necessarily

representative of the living population under

consideration The probability of deaths
selection of an individual depends on the

characteristics of that individuals life data

on some of whlch e.g age and sex are readily

available However mortality data in regard to

other characteristics which are presumed to be

significant factors in determining length of life

e.g marital status occupation place of

residence and social class generally have not

been readily available if available at all
_50 J0 75

unts wde sdsr
The estate multipliers used in estimating

70 75 ms the personal wealth of the top wealthholders were

adjusted to take account of only threeDius characteristics age sex and social class
Yu Ass While the relationship between mortality and

40 wealth is complex wealthy individual can
afford the best health care including

Female
preventative measures and therefore might be

expected to live longer other things being

equal than one who is not wealthy While the

gain in terms of improved mortality rates between

an extremely wealthy individual and one of modest

wealth is probably slight it is reasonable to

assume that mortality and wealth may be related

in such way that death rates for each age and1o-
sex group are not constant but vary somewhat

depending on the wealth of the individual

The application of the estate multiplier is
Under 70 generally based on the assumption that the

ledr wd mder lmde uniier ader
70 75 probability of death is substantially the same

_____ for all those with gross estate in excess of the

level included in these estimates for each age
and sex class For these estimates three sets

ESTATE P4JLTIPLIER AND OTHER of multipliers based on age and size of net worth

METHWS FJ ESTIMATING PERSONAL WEALTH were used in an attempt to take into considera-

tion the variance in mortality rates of the

The use of the estate multiplier technique wealthy

can be traced to the beginning of the twentieth major problem that confronts all appli
century although it is known that similar but cations of the estate multiplier technique in the

less refined method was employed to estimate U.S is the lack of mortality rates appropriate

personal wealth as early as 1869 This to the wealthy As said before there is much

statistical technique enables one to draw evidence to support the view that the rich do

conclusions about the wealth of the living live longer Whatever index of wealth is

population through knowledge of the wealth used e.g income occupation educational

characteristics of the deceased attainment the holding of insurance assets
The first use of this estimating technique has housing all suggest more favorable mortality

been attributed to Bernard Mallet in 1908 when he structure for the wealthy

applied the inverse of mortality rates to English For the general population of the United

estate duty data to estimate British wealth States annual mortality rates for age color
Subsequent use of this technique in the and sex classifications are computed by the

United States was made by Horst Mendershausen National Center for Health Statistics Public

and by Robert Lampman who utilized Federal Health Service from tabulations of registered
estate tax return data to estimate the wealth of deaths in conjunction with estimates of tne

the United States population The history of the population prepared by the Bureau of the Census

development of the estate multiplier technique is Mortality rates based on the more favorable

well documented by Lampman and also by James experience of the wealthier segment of the

Smith and Staunton Calvert More recently population are not so readily available
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For most applications of the estate multi- returns filed during 1977 and 1982 This limits

plier technique the mortality experience of the estimates of course to individuals for whom

individuals with relatively high life insurance an estate tax return would have to be filed if

holdings has been used as an indication of the death occurred With the increase in the filing

relationship between social class and mortality requirement for the returns during this period
In estimating personal wealth Mendershausen for the levels of wealth to which the estimates are

1944 and Lampman for 1953 used data provided limited have of necessity risen from the

oy the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company based $60000 which defined top wealthholders in 1972
on the insurance experience of their to $120000 for returns filed in 1977 and

policyholders subsequently to the $300000 level for returns

The mortality rates assumed to approximate filed in 1982

that of the wealthy are generated utilizing data The gross estate criterion is Federal estate

provided by the Metropolitan Life Insurance tax concept of wealth that does not conform to

Company Three sets of agespecific the usual definitions of wealth mainly because

multipliers for male and female decedents for the face value of life insurance is included in

1976 were produced utilizing the insurance the wealth of the decedent Therefore three

experience between 1973 and 1976 The same measures of wealth have been used in this

multipliers were used to generate the estimates article gross estate or gross assets total

for 1981 The three sets of multipliers shown in assets and net worth

Figure were based on the mortality experience Gross estate or gross assets is the gross

of male Whole Life policyholders with value of all assets including the full face value

$25000 or more in life insurance preferred of life insurance reduced by policy loans and

risk policyholders with $5000 or more in before the reduction by the amount of debts
life insurance preferred risk and policy This measure defines those included in the top

holders with monpreferred risk life insurance in wealthholder group Total assets lower wealth

amounts of $5000 or more hereafter identified value is still essentially gross measure

as Standard The selection of anuitiplier for This is obtained by using the cash value of the

an estate tax return was based on the age and life insurance asset that is the value the

size of net worth of the decedent according to insurance had immediately prior to death Net

design utilized first for 1972 by the Internal worth is the level after all debts have been

Revenue Service which related the amount of life removed and includes the cash value of life

insurance holdings and the size of net worth insurance

Those decedents iii age/net worth categories who

typically held low amounts of life insurance were Sampling Variability

assigned the appropriate multiplier based on the

Standard experience In general these de Because these estimates of personal wealth

cedents were older and less wealthy Weights were based on sample of estate tax returns

based on $5000 or more experience were filed with the Internal Revenue Service they are

assigned to wealthy individuals over 60 years of subject to sampling as well as nonsampling

age and to individuals of moderate wealth under error The personal wealth estimates for 1976

60 years of age who generally held modest amounts were based on sample of about 40000 of the

of life insurance Multipliers based on those 200000 estate tax returns filed in 1977 On the

policyholders who typicallyheld large amounts of other hand the personal wealth estimates for

life insurance $25000 or more experience 1981 were based on the first stage about 6000
were assigned to wealthier individuals under 60 returns of new threeyear sampling plan

years of age under age 80 for millionaires designed to provide estimates of wealth for

As indicated previously the estimates particular year of death 1982 rather than the

personal wealth contained herein are based on filing year as in the past e.g 1976 This

information reported on Federal estate tax new sample design enables one to make wealth

FIGURE D.-WNITE MORTALITY RATES WEALTh DIFFERENTIALS AND ESTATE MULTIPLIERS

$25000 or more experience $5000 or more experience
White mortality Multipliers1 usiAf ________________ SEandard experience

Attained age
rates deaths White Mortality Wealti Estate Wealth Estate Wealth Estate

at death is
per 000 Rates differentials multipliers2 differentials multipliers2 differentials multipliers2

years

Male IPemale Male Female Percent Male Female Percent Male Female Percent Male Female

11 Ze t1 10 11 12 13

Under 110 1.79 076 558.7 13158 56.132 991.2 23111.3 53.23 1050.7 21181.8 57.119 972.9 2298.0

140 under 50 14.72 2.58 211.9 387.6 59.63 3551 619.0 66.83 3168 579.1 67.113 3111.0 5739

50 under 55 9.111 1488 106.3 2013.9 514.83 193.8 373.14 59.83 177.6 312.2 66.87 158.9 306.2

55 under 60 11196 757 66.8 132.1 52.31 127.8 252.5 62.13 107.6 212.6 611.92 1.9 2035
60 under 65 21408 11.58 141.5 86.11 5539 750 155.9 66.35 62.6 1302 67.80 613 12714

65 under 70 35.143 16.52 28.2 60.5 62.86 14149 96.3 70.0 110.3 86.5 73.98 38.2 81.8

70 under 75 53.1 27.22 18.7 36.7 713.137 25.1 1193 77.13 213.3 147.6 78.60 23.8 1167

75 under 80 82147 137115 121 211 714.88 16.2 28.1 82.011 il8 25.7 78.148 15.5 26.9

80 under 85 17711 77143 85 12.9 81.35 10.13 159 81.55 10.13 15.8 83.99 10.2 15.5

85 and over 8768 111823 5.3 6.7 77.53 6.9 8.7 79.014 6.7 85 77.53 69 8.7

Age uno.m 90.7 89.5 86.3 835 819 797

Computed as 1000 divided by column or

2/ Computed as 1000 divided by the result of column or column or 11 For exaxople column for 60 under 65 is 000 di ided the
product of column column
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estimates for the year before the principal year comunity property and there may be some

1981 albeit with much less precision The inherent understatement of wealth since the

reduced number of returns on which these returns in the sample were unaudited

estimates were based brought about an initial While the estimates of wealth for 1976 and

effort to measure the variance of the estimates 1981 are based On estate tax returns sampled

of personal wealth This was accomplished by during specific filing year the returns

utilizing method described by Oh and Scheuren selected during 1982 are selected as the first

which treats the deaths which occurred in part of new sample design Returns selected

each calendar month as an independent sample in during 1977 primarily reflected deaths that

conjunction with computations using the known occurred during 1976 but also deaths from 1977

sampling error for the 1976 estate tax returns and 1975 and several preceding years Therefore

The table below presents rough upper limit the estimates are derived utilizing values

estimates of the coefficients of variation Cvs determined over an extended period of time In

for frequency estimates The approximate CVS order to more accurately reflect the wealth at

shown here were computed by utilizing the Cvs particular point in time year of death basis

generated for the sample of 1976 estate tax for the selection of the sample was utilized in

returns and the average multiplier combined with 1982 Returns selected for the sample are based

the computation of the standard deviation by the on decedents dying in 1982 These are augmented

OhScheuren method of selecting samples by month by sample of all other returns as well as

of death These Cvs are intended only as selection of all returns regardless of the year

general indication of the reliability of the of death of the decedent for wealthy and young

data As can be seen from the table the decedents This sample will be drawn over the

variability of the estimates for 1981 is much three year period extending from january 1982

greater than that for 1976 through December 1984 to estimate personal wealth

in 1982

Approximated Coefficient of Variation

________________ ________________________________ Experimenting With New Wealth Differentials

Number of Year

Wealthholders 1976 1981 The validity of the estimates of personal

wealth utilizing the estate multiplier technique
6600000 .01 N/A are to large degree dependent upon the se
4500000 .012 .02 lection of an appropriate multiplier which in

3000000 .015 .025 turn is computed using known mortality rates
1500000 .02 .035 As has been previously stated however the lack

800000 .03 .05 of exact mortality rates for the wealthiest

300000 .05 .08 segment of society is responsible for the degree
200000 .06 .10 of uncertainty which accompanies these esti

65000 .10 .17 mates In order to further refine the estimates
45000 .12 .20 the Statistics of Income Division of the Internal

21000 .18 .30 Revenue Service is obtaining the death

9000 .27 .45 certificate number of the estate tax return

N/A Not Applicable decedent which will enable us to acquire

additional information such as the decedents
FEW DIRECTIONS IN ESTIMATING PERSONAL WEALTH business or occupation These data will then be

utilized to develop new wealth differentials
While the estate tax return is an excellent

using known mortality rates associated with cause
source of financial information its use as of death and occuDation
data source for the asset holdings of the wealthy In sumary the estate multiplier technique is

is somewhat limited because the wealth reported tool which can be used to estimate personal
on the return in not identical to what is wealth from existing administrative records which

ordinarily considered ones personal wealth are an excellent source in terms of the corn
There are important differences between estate pleteness of the asset information though one
tax wealth and the more usual notion of personal which is generally limited to the very wealthiest
wealth individuals This method relies on differentials

Some interests included on the return for derived principally from insurance data which are
estate tax purposes are not part of ones presumed to be appropriate to the wealthy
personal wealth for example certain gifts made However the accuracy of these differentials and

during the decedents lifetime others has not been validated
The fact that the assets are valued at or There exists now file which has the

shortly after death may also change the size and potential for use in validating the differentials

composition of wealth This is particularly which have been used with the estate multiplier
important in the case of insurance because the

technique to estimate personal wealth Briefly
full face value of insurance is reported on the information on sample of deaths reported for
estate tax return and not the cash surrender 1976 has been collated with data from Federal
value the policy had before death There are estate tax returns Social Security records and
also the financial expenditures associated with data from Federal individual income tax returns
serious illness late in life whict have the for 1969 and 1974 which were filed for those
effect of reducing the size of the estate or decedents Data from this file appropriately
increasing the debt burden on the estate weighted can be matched against already
Finally there are important questions of

published income data from 1969 and 1974 to

ownership tied closely to property laws e.g measure the extent to which any differences
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aside from those attributable to sampling Projector Dorothy and Weiss Gertrude

variability are due to the differential Survey of Financial Characteristics of

mortality which is presumed to exist within Consumers Federal Reserve Technical Paper

agesexrace-marital status groups between top Washington DC Board of Governors of the

wealthholders and the population as whole Federal Reserve System 1966
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Table ALL TOP WEALTHHOLDERS BY SIZE OF NET WORTH 1976

All figures are estimates based on estate tax return samples numbers of top wealthholders are in thousands all money amounts are in millions of dollars

Number
Debts and mortgages Types 01 assets

Size ot net worts top weattts
Total

Net worth Cash

holders
assets

Number Amount

____________________________________________________ ___________ ___________ ___________
Niunber Amount

Total 6695.0 2212.731 7a93.4 343798 1868933 8283.3 280.784

Negative net worth 118.8 22.415 118.8 31085 8670 107.9 739

$0 under $50000 1051.5 87057 1032.5 55520 31.537 938.8 4740
550000 under $100000 1429.0 165706 1370.6 55945 109.761 1340.0 15.638

$100000 under $150000 2237.8 321822 1931.1 41759 280063 2115.6 61.436

$150000 under $250000 2088.9 442268 1814.1 47286 394982 2053.9 83277
$250000 under $500000 120.2 453712 1084.9 47657 406.054 1170.7 61699
$500000 under $1000000 384.9 287657 366.8 26011 261.646 380.8 28.566

$1000000 under $5000000 169.3 330824 165.2 32194 298721 167.1 21431

$5000000 or more 9.6 101 .271 9.4 6431 94839 9.6 3256

___________________ Types of assets Continued

Corporate stock Bonds

Size of net worth Total Corporate and foreign Govensswnt

Number Amount Federal savetgs

Number Amount Nwnber Amount

____________________________________________________ __________ __________ __________ _________ Number Amount

10 11 12 13 14 15
Total 5897.6 530.974 3326.1 129650 1460.8 27625 1877.7 17418

Negative net worth 39.9 2934 26.8 297 1.1 209 25.7 33
$0 under $50000 408.6 6094 207.3 558 49.8 371 173.6 129

$50000 under $100000 877.7 15549 393.9 1.541 110.3 615 275.1 731

$100000 under $150000 1521.2 46001 843.8 10200 340.2 3382 548.3 4152
$150000 under $250000 1560.8 81584 884.9 17796 435.1 6074 482.9 5625
$250000 under $500000 984.8 105521 600.8 22854 310.9 6248 262.3 4170
$500000 under $1000000 345.4 91768 239.8 23171 137.7 4984 76.4 1617
$1000000 under $5000000 149.9 130211 120.9 40520 70.8 4436 32.3 923

$5000000 or more 9.2 51315 7.9 12712 4.8 1.305 12 38

__________________ Types of assets Contmued

__________ Bonds Continued Lila nsrnance equity Notes and mortgages

Size of net worth Government Continued

Other Federal State and local Number Amount Number Amount

Number Amount Number Amount

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
Total 564.7 38315 547.7 46293 6708.2 42287 2404.4 87727

Negative net worth 1172 958 39 1.182

$0 under $50000 1.7 25 4.5 87 1018.5 5775 133.6 1778
$50000 under $100000 22.4 117 18.1 78 1345.2 8695 301.0 4003
$100000 under $150000 92.8 1664 62.4 1002 1700.3 8320 528.7 12056
$150000 under $250000 150.6 3692 122.4 2405 1419.0 8021 645.9 20380
$250000 under $500000 161.6 7032 142.4 5405 761.3 5.811 479.8 21.475

$500000 under $1000000 79.5 6.282 112.1 10289 2412 2.619 183.7 13.318

$1000000 under $5000000 52.2 14.737 80.3 20425 100.4 1.870 86.3 10597
$5000000 or more 4.0 4768 5.7 6602 5.1 219 6.4 2937

___________________ Types of assets Continued Estate tan resin statistics

Size of net worth Heat estate Noncorphosness QJ5f 85
Number of Gross

rettorts estate

worth

____________________________________________________
Number Amount Number Amount Number Amount

24 25 26 27 128 29 30 31 32
Total 7531.0 770787 1969.3 98728 8214.8 27178 119167 40997 3710

Negative net worth 103.5 10265 69.9 4673 115.9 136 267 116 111
$0 under $50000 890.7 54989 118.4 4518 1024.3 860 2085 393

$50000 under $100000 1311.6 92012 341.3 8770 1389.6 1949 6389 1046 50

$100000 under $150000 1949.7 142300 365 10584 2048.2 30921 32630 4788 422
$150000 under $250000 1774.1 169710 506.9 19684 1946.1 4181 40765 8382 776
$250000 under $500000 1023.0 160580 371.9 20060 1142.3 5571 24717 8.973 840
$500000 under $1000000 325.6 77561 127.0 14058 375.1 3659 8298 5975 562
$1000000 under $5000000 145.4 53910 63 12.877 163.6 5940 3742 7065 6.61

$5000000 or more 7.4 9460 3503 9.6 1786 274 4258 4.01

Estimate should be used with caution because of the small number of sample estate tao returns on wttiCtt it is based

Data combined to avoid disclOswe of information for specific estate tao returrm

NOTE Detail may not add to total because of rounding
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Table 2.All Top Wealthholders With Gross Assets $300000 or More by Marital Status Age and Sex 1981

figures are estimates based on estate tax return samplesnumbers of top wealthholders are in thousands all

money amounts are in millions of dollars

Number of
Total

Debts and mortgages Net
Estate tax return statistics

Item top wealth
assets worth Number of Cross Net

holders Number Amount
returns estate worth

All top wealthholders

total 4521.7 2803800 4058.9 415022 2.388.778 60342 45894 41889

Married 3278.7 1955121 2961.5 324695 1630426 35623 27349 24183

Single 408.1 245481 323.2 25276 220205 4180 3127 2965
Widowed 555.4 384909 498.8 24623 360286 18897 13892 13410

Other 279.5 218288 275.3 40427 177861 1643 1527 1331

Under 50 1869.7 953053 1740.8 281030 672023 3163 2059 1169
50 under 65 1608.9 1065351 1453.9 102300 963051 11830 8647 7128

65 and over 955.9 740575 796.9 31027 709549 44273 34623 33045

Male 2950.5 1707993 2709.7 319310 1388683 39105 30623 27175

Married 2462.4 1375840 2246.8 255923 1119917 30050 23515 20580

Single 190.4 115239 182.7 19762 95477 2564 2072 1945

Widowed 121.5 73053 106.4 10616 62437 5418 3931 3724

Other 176.3 143862 173.9 33010 110851 1074 1106 925

Under 50 1417.8 679001 1386.9 224415 454585 2773 1836 997

50 under 65 968.2 604199 856.8 74382 529817 9023 6596 5212

65 and over 517.2 403644 437.3 20.233 383410 26733 21924 20713

Female 1571.2 1095806 1349.2 95711 1000095 21237 15271 14714

Married 816.3 579281 714.7 68772 510509 5573 3834 3603

Single 217.7 130243 140.5 5515 124728 1616 1055 1019

Widowed 433.9 3l1856 392.5 14007 297849 13479 9961 9686

Other 103.3 74426 101.5 7417 67010 569 421 406

Under 50 451.9 274053 353.9 56614 217438 390 223 172

50 under 65 640.7 461153 597.1 27917 433236 2807 2051 1917

65 and over 438.7 336932 359.7 10792 326139 17540 12700 12333

NOTE Detail may not add to total because of rounding Age unknown are not shown separately above However

they are included in the appropriate total

Table 3.A1l Top Wealthholders With Gross Assets Greater Than $500000 Assets by Sex 1981

figures are estimates based on estate tax return samplesnumbers of top wealthholdrs are in thousands all

money amounts are in billions of dollars

Total Men Women

Item Number of Number of Number of

top wealth Amount top wealth Amount top wealth Amount

holders holders holders

Total assets 1838.6 1954.5 1237.7 1216.9 600.9 737.6

Debts 1770.2 293.9 1211.6 235.2 558.7 58.7

Met worth 1838.6 1660.6 1237.7 981.7 600.9 678.9

Types of assets
Cash 1776.6 167.4 1217.4 89.7 559.2 77.7

Corporate stock 1477.2 483.7 1022.0 309.4 455.2 174.3

Bonds total 736.5 117.7 444.3 60.1 292.3 57.6

Corporate and foreign 294.3 9.0 180.6 4.6 113.7 4.5

Federal savings 218.7 2.2 136.0 1.6 82.6 0.6

Other Federal 278.0 33.6 183.6 22.6 94.4 11.0

State and local 461.6 72.9 244.8 31.3 216.7 41.6

Life insurance equity 1412.6 23.4 1131.5 21.6 281.1 1.8

Notes and mortgages 876.9 74.5 638.7 55.1 238.2 19.4

Real estate 1643.1 592.7 1166.6 397.4 476.5 195.3

Noncorporate business 827.6 122.1 611.4 85.6 216.2 36.5

Other assets 1780.7 372.9 1205.7 198.0 575.0 174.9

NOTE Detail may not add to total because of rounding
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